Available Majors

**COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL AND LIFE SCIENCES**
- Agricultural Education and Communication
- Animal Sciences
- Entomology & Nematology
- Biology

**WARRINGTON COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**
- Accounting
- Business Administration–General Studies
- Finance
- Information Systems
- Management
- Marketing

**COLLEGE OF DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND PLANNING**
- Sustainability & The Built Environment

**HERBERT WERTHEIM COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING**
- Computer Science
- Digital Arts and Sciences

**COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM AND COMMUNICATIONS**
- Advertising
- Journalism
- Public Relations
- Telecommunication

**COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES**
- African American Studies
- Anthropology
- Biology
- Chemistry
- English
- Geography
- History
- Mathematics
- Political Science
- Psychology
- Sociology

Innovation Academy
321 Infirmary Building
PO Box 117545
Gainesville, FL 32611-7545
(352) 294-1785

innovationacademy.ufl.edu
iacademy@ufl.edu

@UF_IA
@UFInnovationAcademy
@ufinnovationacademy

*Majors subject to change*
Innovate at UF

UF Innovation Academy
The Innovation Academy is the University of Florida’s groundbreaking living/learning community that attracts unique students from dozens of majors and integrates them into a spring-summer cohort filled with energy, collisions that become ideas and one common minor: Innovation.
+ Flexible spring-summer cohort
+ Enlightening guest speakers
+ Diverse internship opportunities
+ Co-curricular environment
+ A minor in innovation
The draw

“I was interested in the opportunities the program provides. I was excited to meet other highly motivated, like-minded individuals and get involved as a UF student. Ultimately, I wanted to explore the possibility of establishing a nonprofit to raise awareness and provide funding for multiple sclerosis research before I graduated.”

The experience

“Participating in IA’s living-learning community, first as a student resident and later as a resident assistant, provided leadership opportunities and taught me to work well with others. Presenting each year at Catalyst gave me the confidence to promote my work and an appreciation for the work of my peers. Creating my first nonprofit, Hopping 4 A Cure, taught me how to involve others in a project and gave me the satisfaction of knowing I was helping people.”

The payoff

“IA’s core classes helped me build a foundation of unique abilities that serve me in my job as product marketing manager for PC and virtual reality gaming at Intel. I’m able to apply, daily, the principles I learned in IA’s Creativity, Ethics, Entrepreneurship and Leadership classes. IA prepared me extremely well to effectively communicate, work with individuals of varying backgrounds and speak confidently to large audiences.”
Will you be a Gator Innovator?
The Innovation Academy is one of the nation’s most forward-looking undergraduate programs, located at one of its most dynamic research universities. IA gives motivated students a small-college experience focused on innovation, creativity, entrepreneurship, ethics and leadership on a unique spring-summer schedule. IA enrolls and supports academically talented students focused on developing knowledge to grow new business opportunities, services, and products through curricular and co-curricular experiences.

A minor in innovation is not for everyone. It’s for that special breed of competitive, forward-thinking student. A student willing to explore both the arts and sciences to cultivate the skills needed to land a rewarding job and build a successful career in the modern global economy. Innovation Academy attracts Innovators. Risk takers. Entrepreneurs. Idea people.

A student with a minor that includes the word “Innovation” will be on a more powerful career launching pad in today’s increasingly competitive job market.

Will you be a Gator Innovator?
From the unique curriculum to the collision of ideas to the flexibility of the spring-summer cohort, the Innovation Academy at the University of Florida is not your average program. Of course, if you were just an average student, you probably wouldn’t be reading this.